To illustrate smaller details, this diagram is not drawn to scale.

**Target Point** marked on tape 2.5 cm wide and 5.0 cm long (6.c.)

Second **Timing Line** is 8.50 m from Start Point and is marked with tape 2.5 cm wide and at least 1.5 m long, centered on and perpendicular to the imaginary center line, using the edge of tape closer to the Start Point (6.d.)

**Target Distance** is between 9.00 m and 12.00 m, in intervals of 0.50 m for Regionals, 0.25 m for States, and 0.05 m for Nationals (6.c.)

First **Timing Line** is 0.50 m from Start Point and is marked with tape 2.5 cm wide and at least 1.5 m long, centered on and perpendicular to the imaginary center line, using the edge of tape closer to the Start Point (6.d.)

**Start Point** marked on tape 2.5 cm wide and extending 0.50 m on either side of the start point, perpendicular to the imaginary center line, and using the edge (the **Start Line**) closest to the Target Point (6.b.)